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FRANKIE ZETA WINS HIGH ROLLER AT HARRAH’S CHEROKEE
Poker pro from Pennsylvania books biggest career win and first WSOP Circuit ring
The final World Series of Poker Circuit ring event at the Harrah’s Cherokee stop is in the
books and Frankie Zeta from Pennsylvania is the winner. The poker pro clinched Event
#16: $2,200 No-Limit Hold’em High Roller for $60,003, his first gold WSOP Circuit ring and
a seat into the Tournament of Champions.
“It’s pretty sick. It’s a lot of hard work and to get validation for it feels really good,” said
Zeta. This is his biggest career cash as well as his first notable tournament win in just his
third year playing the game. “I’m fairly new to poker. I kind of missed out on a lot of these
iconic poker moments that everybody seems to draw inspiration from. I was kind of into
sports gambling and I didn’t like not having control of my own outcomes. Even in poker we
can’t have control of every outcome, but it’s a skill game. You can get better, and you can
become the best, and you can improve,” explained Zeta.
Zeta thought back to the first time he felt like poker could be a career for him and was
instantly reminded of the poker streamers that inspired him. “Seeing that people were
making real money and taking it seriously allowed me to know that it was even a thing. Just
recognizing the freedom that it allotted me was something that I wanted.”
When talking about his journey as a poker player, Zeta credits his closest allies in the game.
“We spend time talking hands. Those players really strengthened my game. Just
surrounding myself with better players. I think for me, it’s just about getting better one
percent at a time. That’s my goal, really. Just to get better every day.”
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